
Foundation – 2 Specialist Home Learning Grid 
 Visual Art  PE Performing Arts 

1 Draw your favourite toy from 
observation. Draw only what you 
see, not what you think you see. 

 
 

Find a space and focus on your running technique, be sure to: 
 Look forwards 
 Run on your toes 
 Move your arms fast 

If you can, video yourself running and upload to DoJo! 
Have a look at this link if you can. 

Look in a mirror and try to change your face 
in different ways, different feelings/emotions.  
Take a photo of 5 of your best faces if you 
can. 

2 Practice using scissors, remember to be 
very safe while using scissors 
Cut facial features from magazines and 
arrange them into funny face collages. 
 
You can make a simple glue by mixing 
plain flour and water into a thin paste. 

Find a space and focus on your jumping technique, be sure to: 
 Look forwards 
 Bend knees with hands behind body 
 Lift off! Jump and make a rocket shape 
 Motor bike landing – bend knees and hands out in front. 

If you can, video yourself jumping and upload to DoJo! 
Have a look at this link if you can. 

Miming is acting without using any words or 
sounds.  
Have a go at acting out different activities. If 
possible show someone in your family and 
see if they can guess what you are doing. Eg, 
juggling, sweeping, kicking a ball.  

3 Read your favourite book and draw the 
characters 
Make a 3D model of your favourite 
character by using objects from around 
your house. Take a photograph, if 
possible. 
 

Balloon Tap 
You need:  

 A balloon (a scrunched-up newspaper ball or tennis will work too)  
 A bat (otherwise use your hand – a hardback book would work) 
1. Strike balloon with hand 15 times in a row without the balloon 

hitting the ground 
2. Strike balloon with hand 15 times without moving 
3. Strike balloon with a bat 10 times without the balloon hitting the 

ground 
4. Strike a ball with a bat 10 times without the ball hitting the ground 

Make up your own challenges 

Sing the ABC song. Sing it again changing your 
voice to sound like different emotions (happy, 
sad, bored, surprised). 
 
 

4 Go on a texture hunt. Find, draw and label 
all the textures you find. 
 

Hit a Target 
You need:  

 A ball (a scrunched-up newspaper will work) 
 Objects to make targets 
1. Set up one target and stand 5 steps away – can you underarm 

roll/throw and hit the target? 
2. Stand 10 steps away – can you underarm roll/throw and hit the 

target? 
3. Build a target with three or more objects and throw from 5 steps 

away. Count how many throws it takes to knock them all down  
4. Throw from 10 steps away. Count how many throws it takes to 

knock them all down 
Make up your own challenges 

Make a puppet, give your puppet a name and 
a voice. What does it sound like? 
Record yourself and your puppet talking to 
each other.  


